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Section 9: Neutrices involving slowly changing functions. LetS' be 
a set formed by infinitely many points u0, u1, . . . lying in the complex 
plane or on a Riemann surface. If rp(un) and x(un) are defined and 
i' 0 for n = 0, 1, ... then I say that x(un) changes slowly by comparison 
with rp(un) if x((um)) tends to 1 whenever the integers m and n tend to 
X Un 
infinity in such a way that I:;~:: I is bounded. 
Theorem 10: Let r be an integer ~0. Let rf>e(un) (e=O, ... , r) be 
defined and i' 0 for n=O, 1, ... in such a way that for e=O, 1, ... , rand, 
forn--+ =, lrf>e(un)l--+ =; arg rf>e(un) is bounded and arg rfoe(um)-arg rf>e(un) 
tends to zero whenever the integers m and n tend to infinity in such a 
way that :;~:: is bounded. Moreover we assume that 
(42) 
and for e=O, 1, ... , r-1 that rfoe+ 1(un) changes slowly by comparison 
with rf>e(un). 
Assertions: l. The set S with domain S' and with the negligible 
functions A.(un)+0(1), where 0(1) is a function of Un which tends for 
n--+ = to zero and where A.(un) is a linear combination of functions of 
the form 
(43) 
with real numbers f3o, ... , f3r not all zero, is a neutrix. 
2. Assume moreover that for each positive constant s the order 
relations 
(44) (e=O, 1, ... , r-1) 
hold as n --+ =· Then the set S with domain S' and with the negligible 
functions A.(un) + 0(1), where 0(1) denotes a function of Un which tends 
for n --+ = to zero and where A.(un) is a linear combination of functions 
of the form 
(45) 
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with complex exponents ~Xo, lXI, ... , iXr not all zero, is a neutrix; here 
the terms 0(1) denote functions of Un which tend for n 0- oo to zero. 
I partition the proof into four steps 
First step: If f-ir, ... , f-lt are t(t~ 1) given distinct numbers, then it is 
possible to find t numbers P~~ 1('r= 1, ... , t) with 
(46) 
P¥''··· Pf' 
Pft' ··· pft• 
=I= 0. 
Proof : Otherwise there would exist for each x ~ 1 a linear relation 
of the form 
with coefficients Ct not all zero. Repeated differentiation with respect 
to x would yield 
c1 f-l~ xi~', + ... + ct f-l~ xil', = 0 
for h = 0, 1, ... , but this would imply c1 = c2 = ... = Ct = 0 because of 
1 1 1 
/-l1 f-lz f-lt 
=I= 0. 
Second step: For each p;;. 1 and for each integer n tending to 
infinity it is possible to find an integer m ~ n such that !:i::; tends to p. 
Proof: It follows from J4>o(un)J0- oo and "';~~~:~) 0- 1 that we can 
choose the integer m ~ n in such a way that I !:i:;; I tends to p. By 
hypothesis arg 4>o(um) - arg 4>o(un) tends to zero. Consequently !:i::; 
tends to p. 
Third step: If an irreducible linear combination .A.(un) of functions 
of the form (43) with real numbers flo, ... , flr tends for n 0- oo to zero, 
then all the coefficients in this linear combination are equal to zero. 
That the linear combination is irreducible means that it does not 
contain two terms with the same system (flo, flr, ... , flr)· The linear 
combination may contain a term with flo= (31 = ... = flr = 0. 
Proof: Consider first the case r=O. Then the linear combination 
.A.(un) can be written as 
t 
.A.(u,,,) = I cA4>o(un))i~'~, 
~~1 
where f-ll, ... , f-lt denote t distinct real numbers. 
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For each integer n tending to infinity we choose in agreement with 
the second step t integers m~ ~ n( r = 1, ... , t) such that for r = 1, ... , t 
( 47) t/>o(um~) t/>o(un) .....,.. Pr as n.....,.. oo, 
where p1, ... , Pt denote numbers ~ 1 with property (46). Since (cpo(un))i~"r 
is bounded, we have 
(cfoo(umJ)iP~ = pJt~(cfoo(un))iPr+0(1), 
hence 
t 
..:t(umh) = L c~pfir (cfoo(un))iPr+ 0(1) (h=1,2, ... ,t). 
T=l 
From (46) and from the fact that ..:t(umh) = 0(1) it follows therefore for 
r= 1, 2, ... , t that 
cr( cfoo( un) )iPr 
tends to zero as n.....,.. oo. Since (cpo(un))iPr is bounded away from zero, 
we obtain the required result cr=O(r=1, 2, ... ,t). 
Let us now consider the case that r is ~ 1 and that we have already 
given the proof of the third step with r replaced by r- 1. If f-ll, ... , f-it 
denote the distinct values assumed by the numbers (30 occurring in the 
linear combination ..:t(un), then 
t 
A( un) = L ( cfoo( un) )iPr L c( cfl ( un))'f3• ... ( cp.( un) )if3,' 
"t'=l 't' 
where L denotes the contribution to ..:t(un) of the terms with (3o = f-lr· 
For each integer n tending to infinity we choose in agreement with the 
second step t integers mr~n(r= 1, ... , t) with (47), where p1, ... , Pt denote 
numbers > 1 with (46). Since cp1(un), ... , cfor(un) change slowly by com-
parison with cpo(un) we have for n.....,.. oo 
tf>e(Um~) ---7 1 
tf>e(Un) (e = 1, 2, ... , r). 
In this way we find for h= 1, 2, ... , t 
cfoo(Umh))iPr (cpl(umh))if3, ··· (cp,(umh))if3, = pjtr(cfoo(un))'13• ... (cp,(un))'13•+ 0(1), 
since each factor occurring in the first term on the right-hand side is 
bounded. Consequently 
t 
..:t(umhl = .L Pt~(cfoo(unll'~"r .L c(cfol(unll'f3· ... (cfo.(unll'13• + o(I). 
T=l ~ 
From (46) and from the fact that ..:t(umh) tends for n.....,.. oo to zero it 
follows that for r= 1, 2, ... , t 
L c(cp1(un))'13• (cp2(un))'f3, ... (cp,(un))if3, ---7 0 
T 
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as n---? oo. This sum does not contain two terms with the same systems 
({h, ... , fJr) and is therefore irreducible. 
The conditions of the third step remain true if r, ~o(un), ... , ~r(un) are 
replaced by r-1, ~1(un), ... , ~r(un). To prove this it is sufficient to show 
that </>~~~::~) tends to 1 as n approaches infinity and this follows from 
the fact that </>~~~::~) ---? 1 and that ~1(un) changes slowly by comparison 
with ~o(un). 
According to the induction hypothesis each coefficient c occurring in 
the sum .L is equal to zero. This completes the proof. 
r 
Remark: The third step yields the first of the two assertions formu-
lated in theorem 10. Indeed, if 
A(Un)+0(1) = y, 
where y is constant, then -y+A(un) tends for n---? oo to zero. Here 
- y +A( un) is an irreducible linear combination of functions of the form 
( 43) with real numbers (Jo, {h, ... , fJr, since by hypothesis A( un) does not 
contain a term with (30 = (31 = ... = fJr = 0. Consequently each coefficient in 
this linear combination, in particular y itself, is equal to zero. 
Fourth step: Now we assume that the order relations (44) hold for 
each positive constant s. If an irreducible linear combination A(un) of 
functions of the form (45) with complex exponents £Xo, 1X1, ... , iXr has the 
property .that none of its terms tends for n---? oo to zero and that the 
linear combination itself tends for n ---? oo to zero, then all the coefficients 
in this linear combination are equal to zero. 
Proof: Suppose that at least one of these coefficients is #0. Let "o 
be the largest value assumed by Re £Xo in the terms of A(un) with coefficient 
# 0; let "1 be the largest value assumed by Re iX1 in the terms of A(un) 
with coefficient # 0 and Re £Xo = "0 , and so on. Continuing in this way 
we find r+ 1 real numbers "o, " 1, ... , "r such that A(un) contains at least 
one term with coefficient #0 and Re iXQ="Q(e=O, 1, ... , r), whereas in 
each term of A(un) the inequalities Re lXQ~"Q(e=O, 1, ... , r) hold. In this 
way we find 
(48) 
where 
~(un) = l~o(un) I"• ~~1(un) I"• ... l~r(Un) l"r 
and where A(un) is a linear combination of terms of the form 
~0·(un) ~1·(un) ... ~:·(un) 
with Re iXe = "Q' 
Each of these terms is O~(un) and none of these terms tends for n---? oo 
to zero, so that ~(un) does not tend to zero as n---? oo. Consequently 
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either all the exponents uo, u1, ... , ur are equal to zero or the first exponent 
of= 0 is positive. In the first case cp(un) = 1 and in the second case cp(un) 
tends for n--+ oo to infinity, so that cp(un) is bounded away from zero. 
Using (48) and the fact that A.(un) tends to zero as n--+ oo, we obtain 
cp-1(un)A(un) --+ 0 
as n--+ oo. The left-hand side can be written as an irreducible linear 
combination of the form (43) with real numbers {30 , ••• , f3r· This would 
imply according to the third step, that all the coefficients occurring in 
A(un) are zero, contrary to the hypothesis. This completes the proof. 
Remark: In the same way as above we see that the fourth step 
yields the second assertion of theorem 10. 
Theorem 10 yields several remarkable particular cases. By choosing 
(49) (e=0,1, ... ,r) 
we obtain 
Theorem 11: Let r be an integer ~ 0. Let L' be a domain on the 
Riemann surface corresponding to log z which contains infinitely many 
points u 1, u1, . . . such that for n --+ oo 
(50) arg un is bounded 
and that 
arg Um- arg Un--+ 0, 
whenever the integers m and n approach infinity in such a way that 
1::1 is bounded. Then the functions of the form A.(~)+0(1), where 0(1) 
denotes a function of~ which tends to zero as 1~1 --+ oo (~in L') and where 
A.(~) is a linear combination of functions of the form 
(1+0(1)) (cpo(~))"• (cpl(~))"'• ... (cpr(~))"'r 
with complex exponents not all zero, form a neutrix with domain L'. 
Here 0(1) denotes a function of ~ which tends to zero as ~ tends in L' 
to infinity. I call this neutrix a logarithmic neutrix L or L 00 • 
Remark: This result is sharp. For instance the condition un+I--+ 1 
Un 
can not be omitted. Indeed, if L' is formed by the points Un = pn 
(n=O, 1, ... ), where p> 1, then the functions c~2"i/logv do not form a 
neutrix with domain L' since 
2ni 
C ~]Ogp = C 
at ~=pn. 
The Hadamard neutrix, formed by the linear combinations of ~"'(log ~)k, 
where k is an integer ~ 0, is the particular case r = 1; iXl is an integer ~ 0. 
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If we replace in theorem 11 the condition lunl --+ = by Un--+ 0, then 
we obtain a neutrix which I call a logarithmic neutrix L0• The said 
neutrices Loo and Lo are isomorph by means of the transformation ~ = lf'Yf· 
There are other logarithmic neutrices. For instance, if 
Po(x), Pl(x), ... , Pr(x) 
denote polynomials in x with initial coefficients 1, then the result 
formulated above, remains true for the functions 
1>o(x) = po(x); 1>1(x) =log p1(x); 1>2(x) =log log p2(x), .... 
A mixed example is the neutrix with the negligible functions 
:2 (1+0(1)) c~"'eil~ (log~)Y+O(l), 
where the sum is finite and where in each term at least one of the three 
numbers c:x, {3 and y is =1= 0. 
Example 15: The function ~"'(log ~)ll (log(~+ c))", where c =1= 0, c:x, {3 and 
y are complex constants, assumes by means of the complete logarithmic 
neutrix L 00 with variable ~ the neutralized value zero unless c:x and {3 + y 
are integers either with c:x = {3 + y = 0 or c:x > {3 + y > 0. If c:x = {3 + y = 0, then 
the said neutralized value is equal to l. If c:x and {3 + y are integers with 
c:x > {3 + y ~ 0, then the said neutralized value is equal to ( Yfl ) times 
ex- -y 
the coefficient of xil+Y in the Maclaurin expansion of cog(~ +cx)r-!l-r. 
Proof: For large 1~1 we write the function under consideration as 
a finite sum 
(51) 
where Ckk is the coefficient of xk in the Maclaurin expansion of cog (~+cx)y. 
Here Cok = 0 for k > 0. The term 0( 1) is negligible in L00 • All the other 
terms occurring in (51) are negligible in L00 , if we leave out of consideration 
the case c:x = {3 + y = 0 and the case that c:x and {3 + y are integers with 
c:x > {3 + y ~ 0. If c:x = {3 + y = 0, then the said neutralized value is equal to 
c00 = l. If c:x and {3 + y are integers with c:x > {3 + y ~ 0, then the said neu-
tralized value is equal to(~) chk, where h+k=c:x and k=f3+y. This gives 
the required result. 
Although theorem 10 yields extensive neutrices it is possible to find 
still larger neutrices, namely as follows: 
Theorem 12: The conditions are the same as in theorem 10. 
Assertions: l. The set S with domain S' and with the negligible 
functions J.(un)+O(l), where 0(1) is a function of Un which tends for 
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n ~ oo to zero and where A.(un) is an irreducible linear combination of 
functions of the form 
with real numbers f3o, ... , f3r not all zero, is a neutrix, if the order relation 
holds for any two integers m and n which tend to infinity in such a way 
that I ~r~::; I is bounded. In distinct terms of A.(un) we may use distinct 
functions "P(un). 
2. Assume moreover that for each positive constant s the order 
relations (44) hold as n ~ oo. Then the set S with domain S' and with 
the negligible functions A.(un) + 0(1), where 0(1) denotes a function of Un 
which tends for n ~ oo to zero and where A.(un) is an irreducible linear 
combination of functions of the form 
with complex exponents cxo, ••• , <Xr not all zero, is a neutrix, provided 
that the functions "P(un) satisfy the condition formulated in 1. 
The proof runs in the same way as that of theorem 10. The particular 
case that all the functions "P(un) are equal to 1 gives theorem 10. 
In this way we find for instance neutrices with the negligible functions 
a(1 + 0(1)W' (log (~2 + Vl))fl (log log ~)Y + 
+ b(1 + 0(1) )~"' (log (~2 + Vl) )ll' (log log (~2 + 1 ))Y' + 0(1 ), 
provided that we exclude each of the three cases 
[1]cx=f3=0; [2]cx'=f3'=0; [3]cx=cx'; (3=(3'. 
Section 10 : Integration in connection with logarithmic neutrices. 
Put ~o=~ and ~n+l=log ~n(h=O, 1, ... ).In the preceding section we have 
introduced irreducible linear combinations 
(52) 
of functions 
(53) 
That the linear combination is irreducible means that it does not 
contain two terms with the same systems (cxo, ... , cxr). The functions 
cf>W and A.(~) are defined for ~ > p, where p denotes a sufficiently large 
positive number. 
We have proved in the preceding section that the functions A.(~)+ 0(1) 
form a neutrix L with domain ~ > p if in each term of A.(~) at least one 
of the exponents cxo, <XI, ••• , <Xr is # 0. 
We consider again functions c/>(~) of the form (53) defined for ~>p, 
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but now all the r + 1 exponents £Xo, iX1, ..• , iXr may be equal to zero and 
we impose on these functions cp(;) the condition that they are continuous 
for ;>p. I put 
00 
(54) c/>(- 1>(;) = -I cp(x) dx, 
" 
if the integrand is integrable to infinity and otherwise I put 
" (55) c/>(- 1>(;) =I cfo(x) dx + r, 
a 
where a>p and rare arbitrary constants which may depend on the 
exponents £Xo, iXI, ••. , iXr occurring in the definition of the function cp(;). 
The integrand cp(;) is integrable to infinity if and only if there exists 
an integer e ~ 0 and ~ r such that 
(56) Re£X0 =-1; Re£X1 =-1; ... ; Re1Xe_ 1 =-1; ReiXe<-1. 
For each irreducible linear combination A.(;) of the form (52) I put 
(57) A_HJ(;) = 1 c cf>H>(;). 
Consider an additive group formed by functions of the form 
(58) A.H>(;) + 0(1) = 1 c cf>H>(;) + 0(1), 
where the linear combinations A.(;) are irreducible. We shall prove that 
the group formed by the functions (58) form a logarithmic neutrix with 
domain ;>p. I denote this neutrix by L(-1). Each irreducible linear 
combination A.(;) of the form (52) occurring in L has the property that 
L(-1) contains one and only one function A.<-1>(;) whose derivative is 
equal to A.(;). The uniqueness follows from the fact that the difference 
between two such functions A.<-1>(;) is constant and therefore equal to 
zero, since this difference is negligible in L<-1>. I can call this function 
A.H>(;) the integral of A.(;) so that each irreducible linear combination 
A.(;) of the form (52) occurring in L has a uniquely defined integral which 
is negligible in LH>. It follows from (57) that the sum of the integrals 
of two such linear combinations A.(;) and A.*(;) is the integral of the sum 
A.(;)+A.*(;). 
Example 16: If L is formed by the functions 
~ 1~~2 ~ + c2 ; log ; + C3 log log ; + 0( 1), 
where c1, c2 and c3 denote arbitrary constants, then L(-1) is formed by 
the functions 
c ~ 
- lo~ ~ + c2 ( t ;2 log ; -- ! ;z + T1) + c2 (flog log x dx + T2) + 0( 1), 
where r1 and r2 are arbitrarily given constants. 
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Let us now prove that L(-1) is a logarithmic neutrix. Consider a 
continuous function cp(;) of ;>p of the form (53). Without loss of 
generality we may assume that the exponent e<r is =1= -1, since otherwise 
we can adjoin a factor with exponent zero. If cp(x) is integrable to infinity, 
then (53) yields 
(59) 
where e is the smallest integer ~ 0 and ~ r with c.:e =1= - 1 and where 
Pn=~e<n+1 for O~h~e 
( e<n for e < h ~ r. 
Formula (59) holds also in the case that cp(x) is not integrable to infinity, 
since then (55) holds and the integration constant can be incorporated 
into the term o;go ;~· ... ;~-. By means of (59) we obtain therefore 
;.<-ll(;) = L (1+0(1)) 1Xe~l ;go ;~• ... ;~-. 
We must prove: if ).-1(;)+0(1)=y, where y is independent of;, then 
y = 0. Without loss of generality we can cancel in the linear combination 
).-1(;) all the possible terms which tend for ; __,.. oo to zero. According 
to the assertion of the fourth step in the proof of theorem 10 it is 
sufficient to show that this linear combination ).H>(;) is irreducible. 
If it was reducible, two distinct systems (c.:o, e<1, ... , e<r) and (c.:0 ', c.:1 ', ... , c.:r') 
would yield the same system (Po, !31, ... , Pr). Then we would have 
(60) 
where a is the smallest integer ~ 0 and ~ r with c.:/ =1= - 1. We may 
assume a~ f2· Then it would follow from (60) that e<a = e<a' =1= -1, whereas 
e ~a is the smallest integer ~ 0 and ~ r with c.:e =1= - l. This would give 
e=a, hence e<n=e<n'(h=O, 1, ... , r), contrary to the hypothesis. 
This completes the proof. 
Sometimes it is useful to make a particular choice for the constants 
a and r occurring in formula (55) of the definition of LH>. Let us 
consider functions of the form 
We can choose r~ 1 and we may assume that e<r is an integer ~ 0, since 
we may always adjoin a factor with exponent zero. If r ~ 1 and e<r-1 
is an integer ~ 0, then we may assume that e<r is positive, for otherwise 
e<r = 0 and we may cancel the factor x:• = l. By these conventions r is 
uniquely defined by the function cp, for if this function has another 
representation 
with s > r, then e<8 = 0 and e<8 - 1 is an integer > 0, so that the second 
representation does not satisfy the prescribed conditions. 
3 Series A 
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According to example 8 in section 6 the integral 
; 
(61) I cp(x) dx 
assumes by means of the complete Hadamard neutrix Ho+ with variable 
'fJ a neutralized value; here e0 = 0 and eh+1 = ee• (h = 0, 1, ... ). This neutralized 
value can be written in the form (55). Consequently, if cf>(x) is not 
integrable to infinity, then we can make the convention that cf>-1(g) is 
the neutralized value which (61) assumes by means of the complete 
Hadamard neutrix Ho+ with variable 'YJ· 
Example 17: Let b be a positive number and let k be an integer ~ 0. 
According to example 7 in section 6 the integral 
(62) 
; 
I x'"- 1 logk x dx 
b 
assumes by means of the complete Hadamard neutrix H 00 with variable 
g the neutralized value 
) 
()k b"' 
- ()ak~ 
_ (log b)k+l 
k+I 
if 1X =I= 0 
if 1X = 0. 
An Hadamard neutrix is a special case of a logarithmic neutrix L, 
so that it is natural to ask what is the neutralized value of (62) by means 
of the neutrix L(-1) with variable g. We shall see that these two neutralized 
values are the same, if in the definition of L<-1> we choose the constants 
a and r in the manner indicated above. 
Proof: If Re 1X<0, both neutralized values are by definition equal 
to the convergent integral 
00 
I x'"- 1 logk x dx. 
b 
If Re 1X ~ 0, then the neutralized value of (62) obtained by means of the 
neutrix L(-1) with variable g is by definition equal to the neutralized 
value which 
b 
(63) -I x'"- 1 logk x dx 
"' 
assumes by means of the complete Hadamard neutrix Ho+ with variable 
'fJ and we have seen in example 7 that (62) and (63) have the same 
neutralized values. 
Example 18: If in the definition of L<-1> the constants a and rare 
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chosen m the way indicated above, then the derivative c/>(~) = nn of 
(64) 
has not necessarily the property that cf>Hl(~) = f(~). 
For instance, if f(~)=~"(log~)-I, where Recx>O, then according to 
the definition, applied with r = 2, cxo =ex and lXI = - 1, hence er-I = 1, the 
function cf>-I(n is the neutralized value which 
0 
(65) I f'(x) dx = /(~)- /(1 +n) 
assumes by means of the complete Hadamard neutrix Ho+ with variable 
'YJ· For small positive 'YJ we have 
(1 +n)" 1 1 f( 1 + 'Y)) = log ( 1 + 11) = ;;j + ex + 2 + · · · ' 
so that (65) assumes by means of Ho+ the neutralized value f(~)-cx-i. 
This gives the required result. The function I m is therefore negligible 
in L, but not in £(-I) if ex =1= - i· 
The following theorem however shows that this phenomenon only 
occurs if the exponents cxo, lXI, ... , cxr satisfy certain relations. 
Theorem 13: Assume that s~1, that Re cxo=/=0 and that cx8 is not 
an integer ~ 0. If cx8 is a positive integer, then we assume moreover that 
cxs-I is not an integer ~ 0. Then the derivative c/>(~) = /'(~) of the function 
f(~) defined in (64) has the property that cf>-I(~) = /(~), so that f(~) is 
negligible in LHl. 
Proof: We have 
(66) f'(~) = /(~) (ra + ;:~1 + ... + ~0~;: .. ~J. 
The assertion is obvious in the case Recxo<O, since then cp(~)=f'(~) is 
according to (66) equal to a finite sum of terms of the prescribed form 
which are integrable to infinity, so that by definition 
00 
c/>(- 1 l(~) =-I f'(x) dx = /(~). 
~ 
Let us now consider the case Re cxo > 0. Then f ' ( ~) is according to ( 66) 
equal to a finite sum of terms of the prescribed form, none of which is 
integrable to infinity. 
Let us first treat the case that cx8 is a positive integer. Put r=s and 
x=er-I +'YJ· Then Xo, XI,= log x, X2 =log log x, ... , Xr-2, Xr-1 and Xr-log 'fJ 
1) 
are analytic functions =1=0 of 'fJ at 'YJ=O, so that f(x)=f(er-I+'YJ) is n"•-1 
times a polynomial in log 'YJ whose coefficients are functions of 'fJ which 
are analytic at n=O. We can therefore write f(er-I+'Y)) as a finite sum 
f(e,._ 1 +'Y)) = !chk'YJ"r-l+hlogk'Y)+0(1), 
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where 0( 1) tends for 'YJ --+ 0 to zero and where h and k denote integers 
;;;; 0. By hypothesis iXr-1 is not an integer ~ 0, so that the sum I does 
not contain a constant term. Consequently f(er-1 +'Y}) is negligible in the 
complete Hadamard neutrix Ho+ with variable 'YJ· Since iXs is a positive 
integer we can apply the definition given above with r=s. According 
to this definition cf>H>(g) is the neutralized value which 
e 
(67) I f'(x) dx = f(g) - f(er-1 + 'YJ) 
assumes by means of H 0 ; this neutralized value is equal to f(g). 
Let us finally treat the case that iXs is not a positive integer. By 
hypothesis iXs is not an integer ~ 0, so that iXs is not an integer. Put 
r = s+ 1 and x = er-1 +'Y}· Then Xo, x1, ... , Xr-2 and Xr-1 are analytic 
'f) 
functions #0 of'YJ at n=O, so that f(er-l+'Y/) is 'YJ"'r-1 times a functionof'YJ 
which is analytic at 'YJ=O. We can therefore write f(er-1 +'YJ) as a finite sum 
f(er_ 1 +'Y}) =I Ch'YJ"'r-l+h+O(l), 
where the h's denote integers ;;;; 0. By hypothesis iXr-1 is not on integer, 
so that the sum I does not contain a constant term. Consequently 
f(er-1 +'YJ) is negligible in the complete Hadamard neutrix Ho+ with 
variable 'YJ· In this way we see that f(g) is the neutralized value of the 
left-hand side of (67), so that cf>-l(g)=f(g). This completes the proof. 
Example 18: If in the definition of the neutrix L(-1) the constants 
a and r are chosen in the way indicated above, then 
e 
(68) I (x+ 1)'1• (log x)-'1, dx 
1+'7 
assumes by means of the neutrix L(-1) with variable g and the Hadamard 
neutrix Ho+ with variable 'YJ the neutralized value 
00 
(69) I e(x) (log x) -'12 dx, 
1 
where 
( ) 2 dx(x+ 1)'12 7 'I 25 'I 45 'I 15 _,1 
eX = dx - X 2-2 X 2-4 X'- 16 X '· 
The integral (69) converges since for large positive x 
e(x) =ox-'!.. 
Proof: The integral (68) is equal to 
e 
(70) - 2x(x+ 1)'12 (log x)-'12/; + 2 J (dx(x+ 1)';,) (log x)-'12 dx. 
1+'7 dx 
1+'7 
37 
The contribution by ~ to the first term of (70) is equal to 
(71) 
where ao, a1, a 2, a 3 are constants and where 0(1) tends to zero as ~ ___,. oo. 
According to theorem 13 all the terms occurring in (71) are negligible 
in L(-1). 
The contribution by 1 + 'YJ to the first term of (70) is equal to 
-2 (1 +n) (2+ n)';, n-•;, (1- t 'YJ + ... ) -•;, =- 2'1, n-•;,+ 0(1), 
where 0(1) tends to zero as 'YJ ___,. 0. Consequently this contribution 1s 
negligible in Ho+· 
The second term in (70) is equal to 
~ ~ J ( 7x'!, + 225 x'l, + ~5 x'!, + ~~ x-'1•) (log x) -•;, dx + J e(x) dx. 
1+'7 1+'7 
The first term is negligible in the neutrix L(-1) according to the definition 
of this neutrix. The neutralized value of the last term is equal to the 
corresponding integral with the limits 1 and oo instead of 1 + 'YJ and ~. 
This completes the proof. 
